Regulation of lipid metabolism by a lipid-carrying protein.
The overall conclusion to be made from the information presented here is that for many reasons SCP is a highly unusual protein. Some of these reasons are, first, SCP serves as cofactor for a number of different membrane-bound enzymes catalyzing specific steps in lipid metabolism. Second, SCP is involved in intracellular transport or movement of both cholesterol and fatty acids. Third, SCP is remarkably abundant and ubiquitous; its structure is conserved throughout nature. Fourth, SCP is exported to the blood stream from its site of synthesis by some, perhaps unique, mechanism and then rapidly taken up by specific tissues, e.g., the adrenal. Fifth, SCP is free in the cytosol and can also move to the inner mitochondrial membrane, where it is tightly bound. Sixth, SCP undergoes a dramatic diurnal variation in amount, reflecting changes in synthetic rate. Its half-life is less than an hour. Seventh, the diurnal variation in amount is triggered by feeding and influenced by several hormones. The diurnal variation is lost but a high level of SCP is maintained in the face of debilitating conditions, i.e., starvation, diabetes. Eighth, malignant cells exhibit defects in the uptake, synthesis, or turnover of SCP. Ninth, the synthesis of SCP is regulated by the efficiency of translation of its ever abundant mRNA. Tenth, there is much more to be learned about the functions and regulation of SCP.